An impact parameter method for calculating cross sections as a function of incident ion energy is used in conjunction with an improved exchange energy formulation to update several of the charge exchange cross sections currently used in Io plasma torus modeling. New cross sections for S + + S 2 + • S 2 + + S + and Na + on neutral targets, useful in analyzing the fast Na jets observed at Io, are also calculated.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of the charge exchange (CE) process in the Io plasma torus has been recognized for several years [Cheng, 1980; Brown and Schneider, 1981; Brown and Ip, 1981; Brown et al., 1982 Brown et al., , 1983 Johnson and Strobel, 1982] . In particular, Johnson and Strobel [1982] (hereinafter JS) demonstrated the potential importance of CE reactions relative to other plasma processes, especially inside Io's orbit, where they found CE processes to be (JS, p. 10,385) the primary means of ionization, the preferred mode for recombination of multiply charged ions, the dominant source of newly created ions which are accelerated to corotation, and a major means of mass loss from the torus via fast neutrals.
Many models of the sodium cloud morphology at Io invoke charge exchange to explain the "fast" Na or Na "jets" [Brown and Schneider, 1981 although a method for scaling to somewhat lower and higher energies was described. Improving the JS calculations should significantly increase the accuracy of plasma torus modeling. Cross sections are often written classically as
where b is the impact parameter between the incident and target particles and P(b) is the transition probability, here a probability of charge transfer. In this paper we will consider only single-electron charge exchange, and in the discussion which follows we use notation consistent with a reaction A + + B--} A + B +, although the methods are also applied to one-electron exchange between two ions, e.g., A 2+ q-B+--• A + + B 2+
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In the impact parameter method used in this work, we assume that the trajectory of the incident particle is known, i.e.. that the nuclear separation R between A and B is a known function of time. In the trajectory calculations the z axis is parallel to the initial direction of motion of the incident particle and perpendicular to b. A center of mass trajectory of an incident particle with initial velocity v and a target particle at rest proceeds from --tma x to +t .... where tma x = 2max//). The state equations should be integrated from z =-oo--• +oo, but like b, the transition probabilities effectively go to 0 at some large z, so 2ma x is chosen to be some suitably large number. Integration of both the trajectory and state equations (equation (2)) proceeds via a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine.
Exchange Energy
Evaluating Aij(R), the exchange energy, is the most important step in determining the cross section and, in addition to using the method described above, is responsible for the improvements in the cross sections presented below over those in JS. Here we briefly review the exchange energy used in JS, present the form used in this work, and discuss why it is an improvement.
The most difficult problem is developing a formulation for the exchange energy that can be easily applied from case to case. As stated above, we know that the general nature of the overlap integral is exponential. There is a problem in using the asymptotic form of the matrix elements at small R. For a given impact parameter the program follows the incident particle along its trajectory from + Rma x to R o (the distance of closest approach on the incident potential) to -Rma x. In some cases, especially for small values of b, R 0 is small. However, the form used for the exchange energy applies only when R >> 7-•. Not only is it invalid at small R, in some cases the form used actually goes through a maximum at small R (= apeak ). The major contribution to the cross section occurs at some critical radius R c where P(b) rises abruptly. As long as R• is > •3-4 atomic units (a.u.) , the cross section is fairly insensitive to the form used for the exchange energy. Nevertheless, in the present calculations we do not allow the exchange energy to go through a maximum by setting it to a constant for R < Rpea•. We also avoid calculations for incident energies where R results demonstrate the strong selectivity that develops in the charge exchange cross section at low collision energies owing to the large difference in the electron binding energy between the two centers. Because of this, Na + will charge exchange efficiently only with atoms having similar or much smaller values (charge exchange into an excited state) of the ionization energy. For probable species and collision energies of interest at Io this implies charge exchange predominantly with Na. The Na + + S reaction is an example of a cross section which cannot be calculated reliably with the simple method used by JS because the peak in the cross section occurs at such a high energy. Even in the present calculation the inaccuracy of the matrix element at relatively small separations restricts our ability to estimate the Na + + O cross section at low energies. Figure 4 . Reaction (R6) is a true multistate case which has four product channels. JS treated each product channel as a separate, twostate reaction which cannot be summed to get a total cross section because the probability of charge transfer is not conserved (i.e., the total probability of charge transfer must be •< 1, which is not the case for (R6) in JS). The contribution from each of the product channels is depleted in relation to the two-state case when coupling to other states is included. The multistate coupling used in the present work determines the contribution of each product channel simultaneously, conserving charge transfer probability and allowing the individual reactions to be summed properly. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the multistate calculation gives a total cross section for (R6) of a = 3.8 A2 at v = 60 km/s, whereas adding up the separate two-state product channels in JS gives (R10) is a curve-crossing case in which the present calculations are about a factor of 3 lower than the JS result at v = 60 km/s. Smith and $trobel [1985] found the additional CE reaction, S* + S 2' ---. S 2' + S*, to be very important in their modeling of the Io plasma torus. Although this is a symmetric resonant reaction, the repulsive potential between the incident and target ions causes the cross section to decrease at low energies because the ions do not approach sufficiently closely. This is in contrast to symmetric resonant charge exchange between an ion and a neutral (e.g., Na* + Na-. Na + Na*) where the cross section is enhanced at low energies because of the attractive polarization interaction discussed in JS.
tions (R1) (O + +O--}O+O+), (R2) (O + +S--•O+S+), (R3) (S + + S--} S + S+), and (R4) (S + + O--• S + O+

The cross sections for (R6) (S 2+ + O--• S + + O+), (R10) (0 2+ + S 2+ • S + + S3+), and an important reaction not included in JS, S + + S 2 + --} S 2 + + S +, are shown in
For reaction (R13), discussed above, the original product 
state (S2+(•S) + S2+(•S)) of JS is spin forbidden in the current
